Abstract -Color is the characteristic which is most used for image indexing and retrieval. Due to its simplicity, the color histogram remains the most commonly used method for color indexing and retrieval. However, the lack of good perceptual histogram similarity measures, the global color content of histograms and the erroneous retrieval results d.ue to gamma nonlinearity, calls for improved methods. implement a vector angular-based distance measure for image retrieval based on color. We build distance vectors in a mult%dimens.ional q t~e r y space in which the retrieval ranking of each image is determined. Our system exhibits high flexibility by allowing all types of queries, inclu query by color, query by multiple colors and query by example. In tion, colors can ble excluded in a query, without requiring an additional level of analysis, Content-Based Image Ret,rieval (CBIR) is a, research area dedicated to th.e
sentative vectors from these extracted regions in the image indices. We end up with a very small index and base similarity on an angular distance measure between a query color vector and the indexed representative vectors.
To build indices into our image database we take into consideration factors such as human color perception and recall. Humans describe the color content of an image, with terms such as red or dark yellow, not RGB values. The color granularity provided by histogram indexing is, in most cases, not necessary, especially when the final observer is a human. Thus, it is more natural to segment an image into regions of similar color and retrieve candidate images based on the similarity to the color of that region.
Segmentation
Our method of color indexing implements recursive HSV-space segmentation to extract regions within the image which contain perceptually similar color. Hue is particularly important, since it represents color in a manner which is proven to imitate human color recognition and recall. Specifically, in our method, we threshold the hue histogram, which is known to contain most of the color information, while also taking into account saturation and value information. The first step is to build a hue histogram for all the bright chromatic pixels, which tend to be colors that have value > 75% and saturation 2 20%. Once the pixels which satisfy this criterion are identified, the hue histogram is built and thresholded into m bright colors.
From the remaining image pixels, saturation and value are used to determine which regions of the image are achromatic. Specifically, it has been found, in the literature and experimentally [5] , [6] that colors with value< 25% can be classified as black, i.e., at the bottom of the HSV cone, and that colors with saturation< 20% and value> 75% can be classified as white.
All remaining pixels fall in the chromatic region of the HSV cone. However, there may be a wide range of saturation values. We calculate the saturation histogram of all these remaining chromatic pixels. We threshold each saturation peak and calculate the hue histogram for the pixels contained in each given peak. Each resulting hue histogram is then thresholded accordingly.
The result is an accurate low-level representation of the color content in the image using only n color vectors (Figure l ), which requires less storage for the indices and can also index spatial information.
Vector approach
Studies have shown that measures based on the angle of a color vector produce perceptually accurate retrieval results in the RGB domain [7] . Furthermore, angular measures are chromaticitybased, which means that they operate primarily on the orientation of the color vector in the RGB space and therefore are more resistant to intensity changes. In addition, angular distance measures exhibit excellent performance in the a.rea of image filtering [8] . Retrieval and filtering both use distance measures t o determine candidacy. In particular, Order-statistics filters implement distance measures to group similar vectors together and discard outliers, whereas retrieval ranks the similarity between candidates.
In our system we implement a distance measure based on the angular distance between two vectors. Specifically it is a combination distance measure which is composed of an angle and magnitude component,:
angle magnitude
where & and Zj are 3-dimensional color vectors.
For each query color, the minimum distance between it and the indexed c'dors is calculated and a multidimensional measure is created which consists of the minimum distances of the query colors to the indexed representative vectors in the given index.
The da.taba,se image that is the closest match to the given query colors qL, 4 2 , . . . , qn is the one which is closest to the origin of the multidimensional distance space. This implies that the distance vector 6 that is most centrally located, i.e, is collinear with the eqw.idistant line of the multidimensional space w,here all components of 6 are equal and at, the same time has the smallest magnitude, corresponds to the image which contains the best mat.ch to all the query colors, as shown in Figme 4(a) . 
Color exclusion
Our proposed vector approach provides a framework which easily accepts exclusion in the query process. It allows for image queries containing any number of colors to be excluded in addition to including colors in the retrieval results. From the discussion in Section above, we are interested in distance vectors 5 which are collinear wit>h tlhe equidistant line and which have small magnitude. The exclusion of a certain color should affect 6 accordingly and it's relation to the equidistant line and the origin. For example, if it is found that an image contains an indexed color which is close to an exclusion color, the distance between the two can be used to either pull or push 6 closer or further to the ideal and accordingly affect the retrieval ranking of the given image, as shown in Figure 4(b) .
To this end, we determine the minimum distances of each exclusion color with the indexed representative colors, using (a) -9
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we present a new scheme for color image indexing and retrieval. We perform hue segmentation t o identify uniform color areas and use the average color vector of these areas as indices into the database. In addition, we also have spatial color information available for indexing. Our system implements a vector angular-based distance measure and a a multidimensional query space which provides great flexibility. Various methods of color query can be performed including color exclusion, where certain colors can be chosen to not appear in the retrieval results.
